Abstract-Lower extremity exoskeleton has been developed as a motion assistive technology in recent years. Walking pattern generation is a fundamental topic in the design of these robots. The usual approach with most exoskeletons is to use a prerecorded pattern as a look-up table. There are some deficiencies with this method, including data storage limitation and poor regulation relating to the walking parameters. Therefore modeling human walking patterns to use in exoskeletons is required. The few existing models provide piece by piece walking patterns, only generating at the beginning of each stride cycle in respect to fixed walking parameters. In this paper, we present a real-time walking pattern generation method which enables changing the walking parameters during the stride. For this purpose, two feedback controlled third order systems are proposed as optimal trajectory planners for generating the trajectory of the x and y components of each joint's position. The boundary conditions of the trajectories are obtained according to some pre-considered walking constraints. In addition, a cost function is intended for each trajectory planner in order to increase the trajectories' smoothness. We use the minimum principle of Pontryagin to design the feedback controller in order to track the boundary conditions in such a way that the cost functions are minimized. Finally, by using inverse kinematics equations, the proper joints angles are generated for and implemented on Exoped robot. The good performance of the gait planner is demonstrated by second derivative continuity of the trajectories being maintained as a result of a simulation, and user satisfaction being determined by experimental testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
ncrease in diseases and accidents related to human mobility, in addition to population ageing, has caused much attention to be given to motion assistive technologies including wearable robots; particularly lower limb exoskeletons. Research on powered human exoskeleton devices dates back to the 1960s in the United States [1] and in the former Yugoslavia [2] for military and medical service purposes respectively [3] . Since then, exoskeleton robots have been well-developed, particularly for medical purposes. Some of them have even hit the market [4] .
One of the major challenges in designing these robots is walking pattern generation. There are various methods for planning walking patterns, depending on the application and structure of the exoskeleton [3] . These methods can be classified into three categories: Model-based, sensitivity amplification, and predefined gait trajectory strategies. The model-based strategies take stability into account in order to determine a walking pattern. Stability analysis is mainly based on zero moment point (ZMP) and center of gravity (COG) methods []. This method relies on the accuracy of the humanexoskeleton model and requires various sensors. Sensitivity amplification strategies, including measures like like impedance control [5] , [6] are applied to walking pattern generation of the exoskeletons with the purpose of loadcarrying and rehabilitation. This method is used for situations in which the robot and the wearer have mutual force interaction. Finally, predefined gait trajectory strategies use a pre-recorded pattern of a healthy person as the reference trajectory.
Due to the difficulty of obtaining COG parameters, modelbased strategies are not cost-efficient. Furthermore, sensitivity amplification methods are not suitable for the kind of assistance which paraplegic patients need. Therefore predefined gait trajectory methods are the usual approach in most of exoskeletons such as ReWalk [7] , eLEGS [8] and ATLAS [9] , which is aimed at subjects who are losing their ability to move. There are some shortcomings with this method such as data storage limitation and pattern adjustment depending on different walking parameters and different individuals. Motivated by the above problems, a number of simple models have been developed to generate walking patterns alternated to pre-recorded gaits. The common procedure for these models is to determine the boundary conditions of the joints' trajectory at some specified via-points and to fit a mathematical curve (e.g. polynomial or sinusoidal) to them. In [10] and [11] , the hip trajectory is approximated by polynomial and sinusoidal function segments respectively. In [12] , two sinusoidal trajectories are proposed as the x and y components of ankle position. Esfahani et al. used polynomial and sinusoidal functions for generating the joint positioning of a biped [13] . Also, Kagawa et al. used spline interpolation for joint motion planning of a wearable robot by satisfying determined via-point constraints [14] .
In previous works, the trajectories are generated piece by piece as the segments between via-points and the endpoint Real-time gait planner for human walking using a lower limb exoskeleton and its implementation on Exoped robot Jafar Kazemi, Sadjaad Ozgoli I boundary conditions are fixed within the segments. In other words, the walking patterns are determined at the via-point times. Therefore, changing walking parameters during a stride is not possible. In this paper, we propose a real-time minimum jerk trajectory planner in the joint space for lower limb exoskeletons. In the proposed method, the walking parameters -including step length, maximum foot clearance, and stride time -can be changed during the stride without discontinuity in the second derivative of the trajectories. The idea of our method is to describe the trajectories by a third order system and design a feedback controller to regulate the system's states in order to satisfy the boundary conditions of the trajectory. By introducing (taking) a minimum jerk cost function, the trajectory planning problem is formulated as an optimal control problem with changeable final states. We propose a solution for this problem; using the minimum principle of Pontryagin [15] . It should be noted that in paraplegic exoskeletons, the balance control is executed by the pilot using parallel bars, walkers or crutches. Therefore, the stability of the gait is not taken into account in the walking pattern generation for this kind of exoskeletons.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces Exoped robot as our implementation platform. In Section III, the real-time walking pattern generator is proposed by designing a trajectory planner for each x and y component of the position of the joints and determining the boundary conditions of the trajectories. Our simulation and experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. EXOPED
Exoped has 4 DOFs (2 DOFs on each leg: 1 at the hip and 1 at the knee), driven by 4 brushless electronically communicated (EC) motors. The motors from the Maxon model "EC 90 flat", fed by 36V, are used. Each motor is coupled with a 1:135 gearhead and internal hall sensors are used to indicate the position. Stm32f429 and PID controller are employed as high level and low level controllers, respectively. The forward kinematics of Exoped can be described as follows:
where R and L refer to right and left leg, respectively. and denote the angles of the hip and knee joint of each leg. and represent the length of thigh and shin respectively and , , and are expressed by: (2) in which ⃗⃗⃗ ( ) ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ( ), and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ( ) represent the position of hip, right ankle and left ankle in sagittal plan, respectively. The initial position of the right ankle is defined as the origin point of coordination. The defined parameters are shown in Fig. 1 . The inverse kinematic equations of the robot are described as the following:
III. REAL-TIME WALKING PATTERN GENERATION Fig. 2 shows the overall control schematic of the robot. As shown, a well-defined algorithm calculates the walking parameters according to the stability of the robot and particular conditions; e.g. patient's dimension, environment conditions etc. The walking parameters are used as the inputs for a pattern generator block. These parameters are step length, maximum foot clearance, and step time interval denoted by , and , respectively. The pattern generator provides the appropriate position of the joints in a sagittal plane and subsequently, the positions are transformed into joint angles using the inverse kinematic equations. Finally, a PID feedback controller is employed to regulate the joint angles. The pattern generator consists of custom trajectory planners that generate the trajectory of the and components of each joint's position. Continuity, smoothness, and taking walking constraints into account are the main objectives to be considered in trajectory planning. In most previous works on gait planning, the walking parameters are considered as constant during the stride. The most common method of trajectory planning is fitting a mathematical curve (e.g. polynomial or sinusoidal) to some boundary conditions obtained by walking parameters. From a systems point of view, this kind of trajectory planner can be described as an input-output zero order system (Fig 3) . With this description, a discontinuity of the inputs caused by a change in walking parameters yields to a discontinuity in the output. By using the control scheme depicted in Fig. 2 , the walking parameters may be updated at any time due to a change in the stability of the robot or the particular conditions. Accordingly, an optimal trajectory planner is required to adjust the trajectory according to the change in the parameters in order to maintain the second derivative continuity. From a systems point of view, maintaining second derivative continuity of the output (trajectory) against the discontinuity of the input (boundary conditions) require a third order system. For this purpose, we propose feedback controlled third order systems as the optimal trajectory planners for generating the trajectory of the joints' and component, as follows. In order to generate this type of trajectory, we propose the feedback controlled third order system depicted in Fig. 5 , which can be formulated as follows:
Robot

A. The x component of the joints
It is obvious that a finite yields a continuous trajectory with a continuous second derivative. In addition, the cost function denoted by is intended to be minimized in order to increase the smoothness of the trajectory. As the result, the optimal trajectory planner can be designed by calculating the feedback control low to move the state of the system to the changeable final condition ( ) in such a way that the cost function is minimized. We have presented Theorem 1 to solve this optimal control problem. Lemma 1 is used to prove Theorem 1. Lemma 1: ( ) ( ) steers the states of the system from the initial value ( ) , ( ) ( ) ( )-to
final value in such a way that the cost function has been minimized. ( ) is obtained as the following:
where
Proof:
According to the minimum principle of Pontryagin [1] , minimization of can be achieved by minimizing the Hamiltonian function defined as
where ( ) is defined as co-state vector. The optimal trajectories ( ) and ( ) can be achieved by satisfying the following conditions:
where the symbol * refers to the extremals of ( ), ( ) and ( ). The necessary conditions for optimality can be written as 
Considering state feedback ( ) , ( ) ( ) ( )-as the initial condition of the system at any moment leads to disturbance rejection. On the other hand, online calculation of in respect to the new defined initial condition allows the final value ( ) to be changeable. Considering ( ) as ( ) corresponds to putting instead of in the formulation of ( ) in Lemma 1. In other words: ( ) * ( )| +.
(11) Therefore, from Lemma 1 and (11), ( ) is obtained as (10) .
The trajectory obtained by applying ( ) to system is denoted by ( ̇ ̈ ), where:
To achieve a unique result, the initial states are assumed to be zero. We propose the feedback controlled third order system depicted in Fig. 7 in order to plan this trajectory, which can be formulated as follows:
B. The y component of the joints
In order to increase the trajectory's smoothness, the cost function denoted by is intended as (14) . Minimizing causes a peak on the trajectory in addition to the smoothness increment, wherein parameter determines the value of the peak. We have presented Theorem 2 to design the proper feedback control low in order to move the states of the system to the final condition ( ), along with minimizing the cost function . Lemma 2 is used to prove of Theorem 2. 
Proof:
As in the proof of Lemma 1, the Hamiltonian function defined as
(16) The necessary conditions for optimality can be written as 
As in the proof of Theorem 1:
From Lemma 2 and (19), ( ) is obtained as (18).
Calculation of k:
The proper value of k for generating a trajectory with a peak of can be obtained as
Proof:
According to the designed feedback control law (18) we have
Regarding to Fig. 8 , the approximate integral of ( ) for (Left) and for (Right) can be calculated numerically as
Where the parameter denoted in Fig. 8 (Right) refers to the peak time and is obtained approximately by (24) Using (21), (22), and (23) the proper value of k can extracted as (20). The trajectory obtained by applying ( ) to the system is denoted by ( ), where: ( ) { ( )| ( ) } (20) To achieve a unique result, the initial states are assumed as zero. and are employed as optimal smooth trajectory planners for planning the trajectory of and component of the position of each joint respectively. The only parameters needed for planning the trajectories are ( ̇ ̈ ) for , and ( ) for , which can be extracted as the endpoint boundary conditions of the trajectories.
In section B, the endpoint boundary conditions of the trajectory of each joint are calculated in respect to stride parameters. Fig. 9 demonstrates the fundamental parameters involved in a stride cycle beginning from the initial ground contact position denoted by and . In this stride, the right leg (Red) is in the swing phase while the left one (Black) stays in the stance phase. The robot's posture is displayed in three instants of time demonstrating the walking constraints, which is given as
C. Walking pattern generator
where . The parameters and defined in Fig.  9 can be calculated as Fig. 9 . Parameter description in a stride cycle.
Boundary conditions of the and components of each joint's position can be obtained as shown in Table 1 and Table  2 respectively. 
Using the proposed optimal trajectory planners and , and the given endpoint boundary conditions, a real-time walking pattern generation in the joint space is developed as
By calculating , , and from (2) and applying inverse kinematics given by (3), the joint angles will be obtained.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation of the designed trajectory planners
The designed trajectory planners and play the main roles in the walking pattern generation and have an effect on the performance of the gait. Therefore a performance analysis of the trajectory planners is required, especially for their response to the changing boundary conditions.
Resulting from the simulation, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the trajectories planned by , for fixed and changeable boundary conditions respectively. Fig. 10 shows the generated trajectory starting from the initial condition , ( ) ( ) ( )-, -and ending up at the endpoint boundary condition , ̇ ̈ -, -at . While in Fig. 11 , the boundary conditions change from , ̇ ̈ -, -to , ̇ ̈ -, -at and the boundary time is brought forward from to at . Similarly for , Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 represent the trajectories, respectively for fixed and changeable boundary conditions. Fig. 12 shows the trajectory generated by for , , and the initial condition , ( ) ̇( ) ̈( )-, -. While in Fig. 13 , the boundary parameters change three times at , and 3. The accurate tracking of the boundary conditions and maintaining second derivative continuity against the change of parameters illustrates the good performance of the trajectory planners. 
B. The real-time walking pattern implementation
For evaluating the proposed walking pattern generator, two experiments were carried out with different walking parameters. In the first experiment, walking begins from a standing pose and the right leg takes the first half step. After taking two strides sequentially with the left and right legs, the walking ends with a half step taken by the left leg. Fig. 14 shows the walking parameters related to the first experiment, which took 12 seconds. As shown, the half-step and full-step time was 2 and 4 seconds respectively. Maximum foot clearance ( ) and step length ( ) were considered as 10 and 60 cm respectively. The zero step length from to corresponds to the final half-step. Figs. 15 and 16 show the real-time position of the joints generated by the proposed method for the first experiment. As shown by the figures, the required walking parameters were satisfied. Moreover, all of the trajectories had a continuous second derivative. The second experiment was carried out to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method in response to changes in the walking parameters. Fig. 21 shows the walking parameters during the experiment. As shown, maximum foot clearance and step length increased in and respectively. Also, walking speed decreased in . The walking ends with a decision to put the left leg down ahead of the right leg in 1.2 seconds. This corresponds to change to and to . Figs. 22 and 23 show the generated real-time position of the joints. As shown by the figures, the required walking parameters were satisfied in addition to maintaining continuity of the second derivatives. Figs. 24-27 show the implementation results of the second experiment. V. CONCLUSION
